LED LENSER
LED Lenser is the world’s leading brand of technologically advanced, high quality LED Torches and lamps.
These lights use state-of-the-art engineering and a variety of patent pending reflector systems to create
the brightest, most energy-efficient LED lights available.
Reasons you should purchase LED Lenser:
1. Precision German engineered for ultimate reliability and performance
2. Led Lenser torches are robust for use in harsh environments
3. World-class state-of-the art technologies such as the patented Advanced Focus System® optics
4. Leaders in LED lighting instruments for professionals
5. LED Lenser lights provide up to 900 hours of light from one set of batteries and up to 100,000
hours of light from the LED light chip

NEW TORCHES
T ² PRO

LED Lenser’s new T² Pro replaces the old V2 professional. It is a great fixed focus torch that easily out-shines
bigger rivals. It features a high-end power LED that can beam a maximum 240 lumens up to 180 metres. The
tail-cap has a single Dynamic Switch giving the user a simple choice of two light settings: Power for
maximum brightness; or Low Power for prolonged battery life. Made from robust, air-craft grade aluminium
with secure grip and gold-plated internal battery contacts, it’s the kind of torch professional tradesmen,
security and emergency services personnel demand when they need a fast, dependable torch for robust
everyday use. The T² Pro has a maximum burn time of 30 hours. Supplied with wrist strap and 3 x AAA
batteries.
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TT POLICE TAC TORCH

Key Features

Lumens (Max): 240
Beam Distance (Max): 180 Metres
IPX54 – water and dust resistant
Supplied with wrist-strap and batteries
Dynamic Switch ™. Convenient single switch selection
of SLT options
State-of-the-art, reliable German engineering
Gold-plated internal battery contacts
Energy efficient CREE Power LED Light Chip

LED Lenser’s expert track record in hi-tech police torches has paved the way for a new twist-focus classic – the
TT Tac Torch. This small-bodied, tactical-style hand torch has been specially designed to meet the needs of
emergency teams, security firms and rapid response units all over the world. It has deeper diamond-shaped
knurling on the barrel for improved grip with or without gloves, a fast-action Dynamic Switch with a choice of
Power or Low Power light settings, and a removable anti-roll protector at one end for extra stability. At the
other end an almighty powerful CREE LED light chip will generate up to 280 lumens, enough to reach up to
220 metres distance away. The maximum burn time is 30 hours. LED Lenser’s legendary twist-focus is retained,
complementing the patented Advanced Focus System for superior quality light consistency all the way
through from flood to spot. The TT also features LED Lenser’s near-indestructible aircraft-grade aluminium
body and gold-plated internal battery contacts for optimum conductivity and corrosion-resistance. Takes 3 x
AAA batteries (supplied). Also includes wrist strap and lanyard.

Key Features
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Lumens (Max): 280
Beam Distance (Max): 220 Metres
State-of-the-art, reliable German engineering
Water and dust resistant. IPX54
Advanced Focus System™ Optics. Robust, yet lightweight
aircraft-grade aluminium housing
Corrosion resistant gold plated contacts for better conductivity
Medium-bodied tactical torch with classic twist focusing
Energy efficient High End CREE Power LED Light Chip
Dynamic Switch ™ selection -Power, Low Power
Built-in anti-roll protection
Frozen black coating

Protecting frontline security personnel....
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P3 AFS LED TORCH
The LED Lenser P3 AFS incorporates the patented Advanced Focus System and delivers an amazing lighting range, it is quite simply
class on a keyring. With its affordable batteries it achieves a luminosity 2-3 times that of heavier conventional torches and
(according to the luminous flux) is up to 5 times brighter than conventional keyring torches using light bulb technology. The
battery lifespan is impressive and the high performance LED lasts a lifetime.
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Key Features

Key Features

LED: high end power LED
Lumens: 25
Beam distance: 60m
Burn time: 6h
Focus: advanced system with speed focus (spot/flood)
On/Off: barrel end switch
Energy tank: 1.8Wh
Power supply: 1 x AAA battery (included)
Length: 90mm | 9cm
Weight: 1.19oz | 34g

M3R RECHARGEABLE LED TORCH

LED: high end power LED
Operating modes: high power (220 lumens)/low power (20 lumens)
Beam range: high power (120m)/low power (40m)
Burn time: high power (2h)/low power (6h)
Max lumens: 220
Max beam distance: 120m
Max burn time: 6h
IPX rating: 54
Focus: advanced system with speed focus (spot/flood)
On/Off: dynamic switch (3 modes)
Energy tank: 1.3Wh
Power supply: 1 x AA Li-ion 3.7V battery (included)
Length: 100mm | 10cm
Head diameter: 19mm | 1.9cm
Barrel diameter: 16mm | 1.6cm
Weight: 1.58oz | 45g

The LED Lenser M3R is the most recent and
smallest rechargeable flashlight added to
our range, with high lighting performance
and a stylish M series design. This flashlight
is a miniature marvel when it comes to size
and weight, weighing just 45 grams with
the batteries, yet it still provides a lighting
performance in excess of 220 lumens. The
burning life lies between one and six hours
depending on the lighting mode selected.
Like all models of the High Performance
Line it is fitted with the patented Advanced
Focus System and has three lighting
modes (power, low power and strobe).

P5.2 LED TORCH

The LED Lenser P5.2 is small, lightweight, and saves energy, making it one of the best flashlights you can find to carry with you. Not
even 80 grams and running on just one AA battery, this amazingly bright flashlight produces a powerful 140 lumens! Even better,
you can quickly focus those lumens for a far out power spot, or close up reading beam with just one hand. It’s like a little spotlight
for your pocket. The lamp's focusing system (Advanced Focus System) is as convincing as the one hand operation mechanism
(Speed Focus).

Key Features
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•
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Length: 113mm | 11.3cm
LED: high end power LED
•
Diameter: 26mm | 2.6cm
•
Lumens: 140
Weight: 2.78oz | 79g
Beam distance: 120m
•
(including batteries)
Burn time: 5h
IPX rating: 4
Focus: advanced system with speed focus (spot/flood)
On/Off: barrel end switch
Energy tank: 4.2Wh
Power supply: 1 x AA battery (included)

F1 LED TORCH
The LED Lenser F1 is not for those with weak nerves. We
call it the fighter jet amongst small flashlights. This is a
lighting powerhouse, with simply breathtaking
performance - up to 400 lumens from a single CR123A
battery! The LED Lenser F1 is one of the first in its class
worldwide to achieve this best performance status. But
that is just the beginning: HA III anodising in accordance
with military standards, watertight (IPX8), electronic
regulation with a temperature sensor, tail stand,
replaceable tactical ring with glass breaking power and
use optimised lighting are facts that will convince even the
most demanding of experts.
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LED: xtreme power LED
Lumens: 400
Beam distance: 100m
Burn time: 3.5h
IPX rating: 8 (waterproof to 2.5 metres)
Focus: fixed
On/Off: barrel end switch (3 modes)
Energy tank: 3.9Wh
Power supply: 1 x CR123A Lithium battery (included)
Length: 88mm | 8.8cm
Weight: 2.43oz | 69g
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T²QC TORCH
You get four light colours for the price of one with this clever little quad torch from LED Lenser, making it a great all-rounder for
professional or leisure use. Incorporating one single strong LED light chip, a quick flick of the torch head changes its colour in an
instant. There’s White light for general illumination, Red for working at night, Green to observe wildlife or Blue for forensic work.
Light output is consistent for all colours thanks to a prismatic diffusor lens which maintains homogenous light transmission up to
140 lumens brightness (White light). This smart quad colour torch has a beam range up to 25 metres and run time to 4 hours, using
three AAA batteries. Like all LED Lenser torches the T²QC is built to last. It has a robust metal casing to withstand knocks plus
gold-plated contacts inside for resistance against corrosion and ultra-efficient energy conduction. At just 97mm the T²QC fits into
the palm of the hand and has extra grip sections on barrel and head for easy single-hand use. Supplied with wrist strap and 3 x AAA
alkaline batteries.
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Key Features

Lumens (Max): 140
Beam Distance (Max): 25 Metres
IPX6 – superior dust and water protection
State-of-the-art, reliable German engineering
Robust, yet lightweight aircraft-grade aluminium housing
Corrosion resistant gold plated contacts for better conductivity
Fixed focus torch with 4-colour strong LED Light Chip
Turn head to change colours instantly – white, red, green, blue
Prismatic diffusor maintains homogenous light distribution
Frozen black coating with extra grip around head to change colour quickly

TORCHES
LED LENSER P7.2 PROFESSIONAL TORCH
The new LED Lenser® P7.2 is an evolution of one of LED Lenser’s most popular torches, the P7. Intricately re-evaluated from the
inside out, this brilliant all-rounder offers an upgraded CREE® LED light chip which, when combined with the re-calibrated patented
Advanced Focus System optics, delivers a significantly improved level of lighting performance. Lumen output is now a stunning 320
on the ‘Boost’ light whilst both the spot and flood beams shine over a wider angle and with a stronger intensity of light. Combine
these improvements with a larger switch, smart new matt black anti-slip finish, lower weight (only 175g) and overall handy size, and
it’s clear to see why the LED Lenser® P7.2 should remain the torch of choice for many professional users.
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Key Features

Lumens (Max): 320
Beam Distance (Max): 260 Metres
Advanced Focus System™ optics – Clean, flood beam for near
visibility, powerful spot beam for longer distance visibility
Speed Focus™ – Single handed seamless focus selection
Dynamic Switch™ – Single multi-function switch to operate Boost,
Power, Low Power light options
Larger switch size – easier to operate with gloves on
Matt Black ‘Frost’ finish – aids a stronger grip
IPX54 – water and dust resistant
Supplied with Duracell® batteries, belt pouch, wrist-strap
Corrosion resistant gold plated contacts for better conductivity

LED LENSER M7R TORCH
The M7R proves that high performance and consideration for the environment are not natural enemies. Recharging, rather than the
use of disposable batteries, makes this torch a little environmentally friendlier. The Floating Charge System is one of the very best
contact chargers in the world today enabling the battery to be charged without the need to remove it from its housing. The
intelligent illumination control via Smart Light Technology offers the user a multitude of options to ‘tailor’ light for any situation or
environment. Supplied in a hard carry/storage case with rechargeable battery, mains/usb powered floating charge system, 360°
hands-free belt clip, wall mount and wrist-strap.

Key Features

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Patented Advanced Focus System optics
Micro-chip programmed Smart Light Technology
Dynamic, multi-mode end-cap switch
Tough aircraft-grade aluminium casing
Rechargeable with contact Floating Charge System
‘Low Battery’ indicator
Supplied with wrist-strap, belt clip and batteries
Lumens (Max): 400
Beam Distance (Max): 280 Metres
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LED LENSER X21R.2 TORCH
This stunning heavy-duty rechargeable X21R.2 torch delivers sensational white light that will take your breath away. Expertly German
engineered by LED Lenser it has seven individual reflector lenses producing a jaw-dropping maximum 3200 lumens capable of
lighting an object up to 700 metres away. Its flagship technical specification includes X-Lens Technology, the world renowned
patented Advanced Focus System optics and Smart Light Technology Pro; all of which make for a perfect lighting experience for any
user.

Key Features
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Lumens (Max): 3200
Beam Distance (Max): 700 Metres
Seven LED rechargeable torch offering gigantic levels of illuminations
Energy efficient CREE ® Xtreme+ LED light chips
State-of-the-art, reliable German engineering
Patented reflector and lens combination for intense spot or flawless flood illumination
X-Lens Technology™
Smart Light Technology™. Micro-chip controlled multi-option technology
Two energy usage modes (Constant Current, Energy Saving
Speed Focus™ . Instant, smooth, stage-less beam selection
Robust, protective aircraft-grade aluminium housing
User-friendly modular design
Corrosion resistant gold plated contacts for better conductivity
Water and dust resistant to IP54 standard
Protective hard carry/storage case

LED LENSER P14 PROFESSIONAL TORCH
This reassuringly sturdy hand-held torch is sure to be
welcomed by professional trades, emergency services,
search and rescue teams, police squads and security
personnel. With its German-engineered lens optics,
including the patented Advanced Focus System for a flood
or spot light range and a cutting-edge CREE ® LED for
stunning light strength, this is one of the most
accomplished torches in the world.

Key Features
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Lumens (Max): 350
Beam Distance (Max): 270 Metres
Energy efficient CREE Power LED Light Chip
State-of-the-art, reliable German engineering
Advanced Focus System™ Optics.
Speed Focus™ enables smooth single-handed beam focusing
Smart, anti-slip matt black finish
Corrosion resistant gold plated contacts for better conductivity
Water and dust resistant. IPX54
Dynamic Switch ™. Convenient single switch selection of SLT
options
Robust, yet lightweight aircraft-grade aluminium housing
Recalibrated lens for wider light beam angle

LED LENSER M17R TORCH
The LED Lenser® M17R is a large heavy-duty and rechargeable torch that is both supremely robust and highly-equipped. The M17R
incorporates newly developed, cutting-edge battery technology designed to take it’s rechargeable performance to a new level. The
M17R features the latest CREE® Xtreme LED light chip, the patented LED Lenser® Advanced Focus System™ for spot to flood beam
lighting and Smart Light Technology™ – a clever micro-chip controller that enables a wide selection of lighting options. Two energy
modes (Energy Saving and Constant Current), four light programs (Low, Action, Signal, Defence), and eight light functions (Power,
Low Power, Dim, Boost, Blink, S.O.S., Morse/Tactical Task, Defence Strobe) are all selectable via the embedded Smart Light
Technology. In addition to outstanding performance and practical lighting functions, the M17R incorporates a revolutionary new
high-efficiency battery, the Safety Ytrion Battery®.

Key Features
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Lumens (Max): 850
Beam Distance (Max): 450 Metres
Advanced Focus System
Rechargeable
Speed Focus™ – Single handed seamless focus selection
Smart Light Technology (SLT)
Energy efficient CREE® Xtreme LED light-chip
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HEAD LAMPS
XEO 19R
Whether it’s a gruelling search and rescue mission, a climb up the highest mountain or an extreme adventure on foot, bike, skis or
skateboard the new LED Lenser® XEO 19R is the ultimate light that will extend the day long after the sun has called time. Simply LED
Lenser’s brightest ever head lamp, capable of delivering an awe-inspiring 2000 lumens up to 300 meters, this stunning bit of kit is so
much more than a mere head lamp. By detaching the lamp head and battery pack from the headband the XEO 19R converts easily
from a head lamp into a hand held super torch, one of the brightest bike lights around or the perfect helmet light.

Key Features
•
•
•
•
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Lumens (Max): 2000
Beam Distance (Max): 300 Metres
Transport Lock – prevents light accidentally switching on
IPX6 – superior dust and water protection
Advanced Focus System™ Optics.
Dual focus rechargeable hands-free light with 2 x CREE® LEDs
5 in 1 use – Headlamp, Handheld Torch, Bike Light*, Helmet
Light*, Emergency Light
X Lens Technology™ - two separate reflector lenses with
independent focusing
Opti-Sense™ Active Light Measurement Technology,
automatically adjusts light output to suit surroundings
preserving battery life
Lithium-ion Rechargeable Battery/Power Pack incorporating
handy USB port for accessory charging
Charging status display and low battery warning indicator
Soft Case contents: XEO19R, battery, Adapter cable &
Extension, pouch & waist-clip, Mount for Bike, Helmet &
Tripod.

H7R.2

The new H7R.2 rechargeable head lamp blows its predecessor, the H7R, out of the water. It is brighter, smarter, more durable and
more comfortable than the previous model. Up to 300 lumen output on Boost mode, combined with up to 60 hours burn time on
Low Power (20 lumens), makes this a seriously versatile hands-free lighting companion for any environment.

Key Features
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Lumens (Max): 300
Beam Distance (Max): 160 Metres
Advanced Focus System
‘Low Battery’ indicator
Transport Lock – prevents light accidentally switching on
IPX54 – water and dust resistant
New up-graded CREE® LED with reconfigured light distribution.
Brighter, larger area of light.
Smart Light Technology (SLT)
Multi-function Dynamic `wheel` switch at back
Rear safety light
Battery indicator
Supplied with Li-ion battery pack, belt-hook, mains charger,
USB cable
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